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Abstract. Case-based reasoning (CBR) is a method that models and adapts ex-

perience to find the right solution for new problems. CBR stages consist of re-

trieve, reuse, revise, and retain. Revise stage is one of important key in CBR 

method to adapt a new case. This is because if a problem cannot be found the 

right solution in the knowledge base, then this stage will adapt experience to be-

come an appropriate solution. Based on the research reviewed, the revise stage 

still uses active intervention by experts on the system. The involvement of experts 

directly in the system requires costs and is limited by space and time, so it is 

necessary to create a mechanism that can work automatically. The mechanism 

created is expected to be able to approach the expertise of an expert. However, in 

optimizing the process, it is necessary to carry out correlation analysis on 

knowledge data owned by CBR, so that data features that are highly correlated 

with the class can be selected. Otherwise neural network (NN) use to find the role 

revise model on the CBR data by learning its distance. In this study, we will 

create a CBR system which at the revise stage utilizes data correlation, CBR sys-

tem which at the revise stage utilizes NN role modelling, and also creates a CBR 

system that still uses an expert, namely a teacher. The test results of the 10 test-

data for both models, obtained an accuracy value of 70% for the CBR system at 

the revise stage using expert assistance, 90% for the CBR system at the revise 

stage using a data correlation model, and 87% for the CBR system at the revise 

stage using NN model. Based on these tests, the results of this study can be said 

that the CBR system with the data correlation model at the revise stage is able to 

approach or exceed the expertise of an expert. 

. 

Keywords: Case-Based Reasoning; Revise; Data Correlation; Student Perfor-

mance. 

1. Introduction 

Case-based reasoning (CBR) is the method used to solve practical problems 

using experience adaptation and relying on a knowledge base [8]. This method is an 

artificial intelligence method that models and adapts experience to meet the rules as an 
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appropriate solution to answer new problems. Therefore, experience is the most im-

portant aspect in implementing this method. CBR has four stages including retrieve, 

reuse, revise, and retain. Retrieve means to get back, reuse means to reuse, revise means 

to review (revise), and retrain is to use a new solution as part of a new case. The CBR 

method has been implemented in various studies that have been conducted. Such as 

research related to the implementation of Case-based reasoning to detect hard drive 

damage [6]. In addition, there is research related to the application of case-based rea-

soning in decision support systems for handling mall tenant complaints [3]. In these 

studies, CBR is said to be able to find appropriate solutions to cases. 

In CBR, the revise stage is the key to the CBR method. This is because if a 

problem is not found the right solution in the knowledge base, then this stage will adapt 

experience to become an appropriate solution. In several studies that have been studied, 

the revise stage still uses active intervention by experts on the system. Such as research 

related to identifying laptop damage using case-based reasoning with the nearest neigh-

bor algorithm, obtaining an accuracy value of 100% [1]. In another study conducted 

regarding the prediction of student study time, the highest evaluation results with an 

accuracy value of 100%[2]. The accuracy value is obtained because at the revise stage 

it is done manually by a qualified expert interested. Thus, the system that has been 

created does not work automatically in providing solutions to new cases. The involve-

ment of experts directly in the system requires costs, and is limited by space and time, 

so it is necessary to create a mechanism that can work automatically. The mechanism 

created is expected to be able to approach the expertise of an expert. One method that 

can be used in the revise stage is by looking at the relationship between data or data 

correlation. However, in optimizing the process, it is necessary to carry out correlation 

analysis on knowledge data owned by CBR, so that data features that are highly corre-

lated with the class can be selected. 

The CBR method can be used to measure performance. In this study, performance 

measurements were carried out on a dataset of student performance in mathematics. 

This research will create a CBR system which at the revise stage automatic by system 

and also creates a CBR system that still uses an expert, namely a teacher. Then per-

formed a performance comparison between the models. 

2. Research Methodology  

This research consists of several stages such as data collecting and processing, design 

of Case-based Reasoning, and evaluation method. 

Data Collection and Processing 

The data that used in this research is data that taken from the UCI Machine Learning 

repository, namely student performance in math data with 347 data and 31 features, 

where the 31st feature is the class label of the student performance. The features in the 

data can be seen in table 1.  
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Table 1. Student Performance in Math 

No. Feature Name No Feature Name 

1 Sex 17 Activities 

2 Age 18 Nursery 

3 Address 19 Higher 

4 Famsize 20 Internet 

5 Pstatus 21 Romantic 

6 Medu 22 Famrel 

7 Fedu 23 Freetime 

8 Mjob 24 Goout 

9 Fjob 25 Dalc 

10 Guardian 26 Walc 

11 Traveltime 27 Health 

12 Studytime 28 Absences 

13 

14 

15 

16 

Failures 

Schoolsup 

Famsup 

Paid 

29 

30 

31 

G1 

G2 

G3 

 

In this research, data processing (pre-processing data) was carried out, such as 

data transformation, feature selection and data normalization. The purpose of data 

transformation is to change the measurement scale of the data into another form in order 

to fulfill the homogeneity of the variance and normal distribution of the data. The da-

taset of student performance in mathematics subjects has different data measurement 

scales, namely numerical and categorical. This data transformation uses will change 

categorical variables into numerical variables by performing a One-Hot-Encode pro-

cess on categorical variables. In addition to changing the scale of data measurement, 

this process also converts the value of class features, namely G3 into 2 classes.  

Feature selection is carried out to select the features to be used in research. 

The resulting features from the data transformation will be calculated for the correlation 

of the G3 features. After obtaining the correlation value, then the features with a corre-

lation value above 0.05 are selected which are features for the revision stage in the CBR 

system. The data normalization is done with the aim of equating the range of values 

between data features. The data normalization method used in this research is Min Max 

Normalization. 

 

Design of CBR System 
 

In retrieve stage, new case will be searched for similarities with the knowledge 

base. This search stage starts with examining a new case with all the data in the 

knowledge base which aims to check the similarities between the features of the data 

that will determine the solution to the case. Feature similarity is calculated using cosine 

similarity with a threshold value of 0.95. This value is obtained because the dataset 

used has a high similarity so that the specified limit is high.  
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 Fig. 1. Flow Diagram of CBR Method  

 In reuse stage, the case that has the highest similarity value above 0.95, the 

retieved case will be used directly as a solution for a new case. If the highest similarity 

value is below the threshold, then a new case solution will be sought using the revise 

stage. The revise stage, the process of adapting solutions to new cases is done by cal-

culating the similarity distance between the new case data features and the cases in the 

knowledge base. This calculation uses features with a correlation coefficient value 

above 0.05[7]. This model will be combined with the K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) al-

gorithm as shown in figure 2. 

When the system finds a suitable solution for a new case, the case will be 

entered into the knowledge base to be reused in finding solutions to similar problems 

in the future. In order to avoid duplication of data, at the retain stage an examination is 

carried out on the availability of data. 
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Fig 2. Flow Diagram of Revise Stage 

 

Method Evaluation 

In this research, the testing of the implementation of the method were carried 

out by comparing the accuracy of the CBR system, which was revised using a automatic 

model with which was revised using expert assistance. The data used in this test is 25 

student performance data. The CBR system with the help of experts will be given the 

test data which then the expert will label the student's performance. These results will 

be compared with the results of the CBR system in which the revision stage applies 
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automatic models by calculating accuracy. The accuracy calculations use the confusion 

matrix with the following formula. 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁
 𝑥 100% (1) 

Explanation: 

TP: When predictions and reality are true. 

FP: When predictions doesn't happen but reality does. 

FN: When predictions happen but reality doesn't happen. 

TN: When predictions and reality don't happen 

3. Results and Discussion 
3.1 Data Correlation based model 

Based on the doing research, the obtained features that have a correlation coefficient 

value above 0.05 which is 16 features as shown in the table 3. These features will used 

in the revise stage  

Table 2.  

Feature Correlation Value 

G2 0.965046 

G1 0.888697 

schoolsup_no 0.219075 

Medu 0.19988 

Fjob_teacher 0.18332 

Fedu 0.164606 

Mjob_health 0.149392 

address_U 0.145944 

Mjob_services 0.114722 

studytime 0.113614 

higher_yes 0.110312 

sex_M 0.107215 

internet_yes 0.106972 

activities_yes 0.067379 

famsup_no 0.058864 

romantic_no 0.058054 

 

In the revise stage, the use of data correlation will be combined using the KNN 

algorithm. The use of this algorithm is because at the revise stage it will look for the 

distance between data features in new cases and data in the knowledge base. Based on 

the distance found, a comparison of the distance class of the data is carried out by equa-

tion 2.  
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∇𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠=
∑ (𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖×∇𝑖)𝑛

𝑖=1

∑ 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
… (2) 

The results of the data similarity comparison will determine the class of the new 

case. If the ∇𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 more then the cut off point, the class of new data will be different 

with the class of nearest data on CBR. But if  ∇𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 less then the cut off point, the class 

will be same. If the similarity of the data refers to a certain class then that class will be 

the solution to the case. For example, if the results of the similarity of new cases refer 

to data that has class "0", then the case has a solution in the form of class "0". 

 

3.2 NN based model  

Neural network (NN) generally used in classification problems, automatically NN can 

learn the CBR data to determine it class. In this research used backpropagation NN with 

single hidden layer to learn different of new data and nearest CBR data. Input layer 

consist of 31 neuron that represent the distance of feature of two randomize data. And 

the output NN is a single neuron that represent class changed or not. In this model NN 

learn how the distance of two data can effect the class of data. 

 

3.3 Research data 

In this research, an assessment was carried out by experts and systems that used the 

model at the revision stage. Assessments made by experts have results as shown in table 

4.13. Based on this table, the accuracy obtained by experts in predicting the class of a 

data reaches 83.75%. Meanwhile, the research carried out by the system with data cor-

relation model as shown in table 4.15 is capable of producing an accuracy value of 

90%. And by NN model the accuracy value is 94% 

 
Fig 3. Comparison of CBR System 

Based on the results of testing process conducted by experts and the system, it was 

found that the system’s accuracy value was better than the expert's accuracy value. Ac-

curacy comparison graph can be seen in Figure 3. From these results, it can be deter-

mined that the CBR system is capable of producing precise accuracy when at the re-
vision stage using a data correlation model compared to using expert assistance. 
 

75% 80% 85% 90% 95%

Revise with Expert…

Revise with data…

Revise with NN

Accuration of CBR system
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4. Conclusion 
 

Conclusion 
Based on the presentation of the research, it can be concluded that the results 

of the comparison of student performance predictions using CBR with data correlation 

models at the revision stage are much better than CBR with expert involvement where 

the accuracy of the CBR system with the model is 90% compared to the accuracy of 

the CBR system with expert assistance of 83.75%. The accuracy of the system is much 

better because it uses a correlation model from the knowledge base used in the CBR 

system. Meanwhile, the accuracy produced by experts is much lower. This is because 

these results depend on the perspective and knowledge of each expert. 

 
Suggestion 

In the next research, it is suggested to try other method in revise stage of CBR which 

better from method in this research to produce better accuracy values. 
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Open Access This chapter is licensed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial 4.0 International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/),
which permits any noncommercial use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any
medium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the
source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license and indicate if changes were made.
        The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the chapter's
Creative Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material
is not included in the chapter's Creative Commons license and your intended use is not
permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain
permission directly from the copyright holder.
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